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Each of us at least 
once in a lifetime has 
dreamt about building 
a cathedral. Emblematic 
building, containing 
our aspirations, ideals, 
utopias… either in reality 
or in our imagination.
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Our imaginary space is the twenty seventh letter, the missing letter, the letter not yet written, 
the hybrid sign, an empty box, the link between the written and the spoken, connection with the 
future, intersection of analogic and digital.

The real space is our body, a nomad between Milano, Africa and the rest of the world.

At the beginning, says the Bible, was the verb. But even the verb requires some 
mastering. It is not enough to claim to be a specialist of some speciality to 

be able to convince an audience. It is not given to everyone to be a good 
storyteller. We, every now and then, cross the path of those “specialists”. 

They come with their résumé that they hold like a flag and explain that 
they have been working for thirty years on, let’s say, Cameroon. They have 
published numerous books and claim to be the authority on the matter. 
And from the very minute they discover that I am of Cameroonian 
origins, they start to lecture me on Cameroon. But what could their 
thirty years of fieldwork mean, when compared to my memory? That 
memory encapsulated in my body and that tells me stories that no 
book contains? The body is a perfect shadow. It is the object we think 
we see when, in fact, we do not have a clue about its meaning. 

(Simon Njami, The mother of all dances - Why Africa?)

The virtual space is the web.

Those three dimensions allow us to move around in time and space, have 
a dialog, share, debate, discuss, frequently and willingly in an animated 

way. To act in a concrete and incisive way towards the goals which are close 
to our hearts. Being accompanied by all those who share these goals with us and 

keep trying with determination, same as we do, to think outside of the box, break 
stereotypes without breaking away from the society - with hope to paint-weave a canvass 

where access to knowledge and freedom of expression would become reality, which we have 
imagined together. 

tania Silvia Gianesin 
Executive Director
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Our mission
lettera27 is a non-profit foundation born in July 2006. The foundation's mission 

is to support the right to literacy and education, and promote access to 
knowledge across the world, with a specific focus on the African 

continent.

To this end, lettera27 raises funds to support education and 
research projects that rely on locally based resources and 

organisations. This co-funding is intended to strengthen 
such resources and support its agents acknowledging 

diverse value systems, and triggering an interactive 
dialogue with cultural and social actors. Integral 

to our mission and methodology is the search for 
projects that are in line with these prerequisites. 
The foundation researches, documents and divulges 
information related to advocating for the right 
to literacy and improved access to knowledge. 
Accordingly, lettera27 provides the tools necessary 
to produce ad hoc studies that can encourage an 
informed open debate, in particular on topics related 
to stereotypes and African common places, as well as 
migration. 

Our three main areas of intervention are:
• Art and Culture for Social Transformation

• Innovative Education
• Sustainable Culture

The simplicity of intent coupled with the complexity of 
thought and design are, in brief, the spirit and the style of 

Foundation lettera27.

In the process of developing and carrying out our work, we collaborate 
with other institutions, organizations, and individuals who are pursuing 

compatible goals.

lettera27

The right  
to education, 
free access to 
information, 
and sharing of 
knowledge should 
be some of the 
fundamental and 
undeniable principles 
for planetary 
citizenship.
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For lettera27 2014 has been a year on the move, as we continued 

with our itinerant formats. 

Strategic Plan
The 2014-2016 Strategic Plan of lettera27 seeks to integrate our programme goals, policies and 
actions, rendering them coherent and translating them into specified objectives. In particular, 
the Plan facilitates the decision taking process, allowing for the best use of the Foundation’s 
resources, in line with its efficiency standards and integrity. This means on the one hand, placing 
more emphasis on increased efficiency through implementation of programmes, while on the 
other hand increased efficiency of the internal use of resources. In order to better define the 
market and product, the Deming method (a PDCA - Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle) has been selected 
as an approach. 

The Strategic Plan entails 4 key elements:

Improving Accountancy – through monitoring 
and evaluation, continuous collection of data 
and opinions regarding programmes and 
initiatives of the Foundation.

Developing Analysis – through both activation 
of ad hoc instruments and application of 
internal methodologies for work. 

Use of Outsourcing – externalising resources 
in order to increase efficiency of actions while 
reducing operational cost.

Partnership – having networks, partners and 
co-creation as a basis of all activities.

Two AtWork initiatives took place - one in Belgium and one in 
Bolivia, as well as the exhibition of the notebooks produced 

during AtWork Abidjan, December 2013. They allowed us 
for further format elaboration and improvements. We 

continued to sustain our multiyear programmes: AMM 
(Archivio Memorie Migranti) and Kër Thiossane 

(Senegal-based cultural association) for the 
Afropixel#4 festival. We signed a new partnership 

agreement with Ashoka on the Changemaker 
School initiative in Africa and collaborated 
with SCAD Museum of Art on The Divine 
Comedy exhibition and Ecriture Infinie Book 9. 
For WikiAfrica and Mobile A2K projects, we 
monitored the progress of the implementation 
done by our partners. We developed a Strategic 
Communication Plan focused on the topic 
of becoming a storyteller and launched the 
editorial column WHY AFRICA? dedicated to 

the critical debate around Africa on Doppiozero, 
a partner online magazine. 

lettera27 has progressed with implementation of its 
Strategic Plan for 2014–2016. In pursue of one of its 

key elements - rendering the foundation sustainable 
- we have successfully secured a €240,000 grant from 

Fondazione Cariplo for the implementation of “Sustain-
Ability” project. In 2014 we have finalised the first phase of the 

project, with two more to be continued throughout 2015–2016. 



activities
The simplicity 
of intent coupled with
the complexity of thought 
and design are, in brief, 
our spirit and our style.

lettera27
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atWork
July – October 2014

If 
 personal  
development is  
the pathway to social  
development, then art  
has to play a central role in  
a society. AtWork recognizes  
it and builds paths in  
which this role is  
fulfilled.

Katia anguelova
AtWork chapter 02_Abidjan
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Objective
To stimulate critical debate, empathy and 
creativity through the use of art and the 
creative process.

Results
AtWork formats have been implemented 
in Belgium and Bolivia with participation 
of 29 artists and writers.

Facts 

2 AtWork initiatives implemented 
(Belgium and Bolivia)

3 AtWork exhibitions  
(Ivory Coast, Belgium, Bolivia)

49 notebooks created 

x 1.000

15.800 visitors attended  
the exhibitions

20 art notebooks videos created  
and published online

12,000 €
project value (both initiatives)

What is AtWork
AtWork is lettera27’s flagship educational format 
which stimulates critical debate and creative 
thinking.
It is based on three tools: the creative process, 
the notebook, and Creative Commons licenses. 
AtWork is a nomadic project, travelling 
across countries and continents. Within its 
framework participants are invited to undergo 
a transformative creative process, where 
under the guidance of an artist, they explore 
and re-discover themselves and their artistic 
pathways. This process is then reflected on a 
Moleskine notebook, which becomes an artefact 
of this journey. Artistic notebooks form part of 
an exhibition and once released under CC BY-SA 
license and donated to lettera27, they form part  
of a unique artistic notebooks collection. Digitised 
pieces of the AtWork collection are available on 
our AtWork website: www.at-work.org. 

lettera27’s role
•	Format sharing – guidelines, good practices 

and methodology were provided to partner 
organisations in Belgium and Bolivia

•	Communications – sharing and promoting 
AtWork Watou (Belgium) and Cochabamba 
(Bolivia) through lettera27’s channels of 
communication, building cross-border AtWork 
community 

•	Resources mobilisation – in-kind contribution 
(human resources) and notebooks donation

What happened in 2014
The nomadic journey of AtWork around the world continues. Two AtWork 
initiatives were realised in 2014 (July and October) - the first organised by 
Kunstenfestival Watou, in Belgium, while the second one by mARTadero art 
centre Cochabamba, in Bolivia. These collaborations have further proved some 
key qualities of AtWork format: its replicability, scalability and adaptability to 
various contexts. The two AtWork initiatives allowed us also to further improve 
the format, i.e. improve its applicability and educational impact.

As for the lettera27’s artistic notebook collection, Many, Many (People) - an art 
piece created and donated by Pascale Marthine Tayou to lettera27 - has been 
displayed within the Kunstenfestival Watou in Belgium and represented the 
key visual of the Festival’s communication. In addition, the collection has 
marked an arrival of new 19 notebooks, which had been created at AtWork 
workshop held in Abidjan in 2013. An AtWork exhibition has taken place in 
Abidjan, as well as Chapter 02 Abidjan booklet, containing visual report and 
reflections, has been published and distributed. 

http://www.at-work.org
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i  Main Facts

Where:

Belgium

Watou

Partner:

x 1.000

15.000 visitors

9 notebooks produced

With a request from Kunstfestival Watou, an international 
festival of poetry and contemporary visual art, to exhibit one 
of our artistic notebooks – Many, Many (People) by Pascale 
Marthine Tayou – lettera27 had the occasion to experiment 
AtWork format in collaboration with the Belgium-based writers’ 
collective – Creatief Schrjiven. With a leading theme Happiness 
in time of abundance, the workshop leader Evelien Verhegge, a 
poetess with a background in visual arts, conceived an inspiring 
promenade walk among the festival’s artworks. Nine creative 
writers who took part in the workshop were guided along the 
path, through which they were shown how a personal drama 
can be turned into an artwork.

Taking inspiration from Many Many (People) - an art notebook 
by Pascale Marthine Tayou coming from lettera27’s collection - 
AtWork participants were encouraged to reflect on their own 
experiences and express them on Moleskine notebooks.
The result of this act has been a profound artistic process, 
turning notebooks into evidence of this pathway.

AtWork Watou, Belgium

http://kunstenfestivalwatou.be/
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AtWork was the core of the 3rd edition of the Conart, an artistic 
event organized in Cochabamba, Bolivia, by mARTadero, 
an organization working in the field of culture for social 
innovation. Some 20 artists took part in the workshop led by 
Fernando Garcia, a Bolivian artist and Director of mARTadero, 
who guided the participants through a retrospective on the use 
of the notebook throughout the history of art. 

Following on the workshop, each artist started their own 
journey across the country, elaborating on one of the proposed 
themes: identity, eradication, relocation, contexts, gazes, 
meetings, senses. Experiences collected during those travels 
were captured on the notebooks’ pages, transforming the 
objects into testimonies of the dialogue between the artists 
and the cultural and human contexts they had encountered. 
Twenty notebooks were then displayed during the exhibition 
curated and prepared by the participants. 

A blank notebook at the end of the exhibition path was left 
to the visitors in order to allow them to leave a message, a 
drawing, a trace of their presence and personal travel through 
the exhibition.

i  Main Facts

Where:

Partner:

x 100
300 people at  
the opening

20 notebooks produced

Bolivia

Cochabamba

AtWork Cochabamba

http://conart.martadero.org/
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What is Ashoka Changemaker 
School Initiative
A three-year collaboration project between lettera27 and 
Ashoka allows to identify best educational practices across 
the African continent and create a network of “changemaker 
schools” – examples of African excellence in innovative 
education.

lettera27’s role
•	Content production – collaborating with Ashoka on 

the format co-creation with focus on communication
•	Communications – sharing and promoting of the 

Changemaker Schools initiative through lettera27’s 
channels

•	Funding support – co-financing the Changemaker 
Schools initiative

What happened in 2014
Following on the signature of the matching-fund agreement 
between lettera27 and Ashoka in 2013, the bulk of activities 
in 2014 were focused around school mapping, site visits and 
evaluation. An innovators co-creation team specialised on 
education has been mobilised by Ashoka, with the aim to 
identify schools, select best practices, develop communication 
content and promote the Changemaker Schools initiative 
across the African continent. By the end of 2014, more than 50 
candidate schools were screened across 8 African countries, 
with 15 educational institutions fulfilling the requirements 
and becoming approved Changemaker Schools.

ashoka 
Changemaker 
Schools 
Initiative
As people move fluidly in and between 
formerly homogenous groups, cultures, 
power structures and societies, every 
person needs an even higher level  
of empathetic skill in order to thrive.  
We need applied empathy—the ability 
to understand what other people are 
feeling and to act in response in  
a way that avoids harm and  
contributes to positive  
change.

ashoka

Objective
To increase an outreach of 
Ashoka Changemaker Schools 
programme across the African 
continent by supporting the 
process of identification and 
selection of the schools.

Results
More than 50 site visits at 
candidate Changemaker Schools 
have been conducted in Senegal, 
Mali, Burkina Faso, South Africa, 
Ghana, Nigeria, Uganda and 
Kenya. 15 Changemaker Schools 
have been identified and selected 
to participate in the Empathy 
Ashoka programme. We also 
achieved an increased visibility 
of the Changemaker Schools 
initiative by communicating the 
initiative through lettera27’s 
website, social media channels 
and monthly agenda newsletter.

Facts 

15 Changemaker Schools selected

50 school visits conducted across 
8 African countries

30,000 € 
co-funding for Ashoka

Partner
Ashoka

http://italy.ashoka.org/
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What is Sustain-Ability
Sustain-Ability is a three-year project, which aims 
to strengthen organisational capacity of lettera27. In 
collaboration with project partners (Kwantis - a consultancy 
specialised in performance optimisation and Doppiozero - 
web magazine focused on culture), lettera27 is conducting 
a complex analysis of the internal working processes, 
including strategic management, communications and 
fundraising practices, and developing toolkits necessary for 
improvement of our performance. The project is co-funded 
by Fondazione Cariplo. 

lettera27’s role
•	Project coordination – leading the implementation 

of project activities in collaboration with project 
partners

•	Communication – promoting the project toolkit 
and guidelines through lettera27’s channels of 
communication

•	Funding support – covering 60% of the project cost

What happened in 2014
The first project results have been brought to light, with As Is 
analysis, benchmark report and social media and community 
building strategy finalised. Continuous monitoring of the 
results in terms of community-building has been started, 
which will allow us to fine-tune our online communication 
strategy and strengthen lettera27’s brand. With regard 
to impact measurement component of the project, we 
conducted a comprehensive mapping of the management 
and performance measurement tools available in the profit 
sector, with an aim to evaluate them and adapt into the non-
profit environment. Balanced Scorecard and Key Performance 
Indicator methodologies have been identified and pre-selected 
as the most suitable tools. 

Sustain-ability
You can never have an impact  
on society if you have not  
changed yourself

nelson Mandela

Objective
To render lettera27 sustainable 
by increasing the scope of 
its economic resources and 
improving its organisational 
performance.

Results
Further progress on organisational 
capacity building of lettera27 has 
been achieved. 
Key documents produced:  
“As Is” analysis, Benchmark Report, 
first draft of management toolkit 
including (Balanced Scorecard 
and Key Performance Indicators), 
social media and community 
building strategy.

Facts 

15 organisations interviewed 
on performance measurement 
methodologies

2 management and performance 
measurement tools and 
methodologies identified (based 
on the Balanced Scorecard 
and the European Foundation 
for Quality Management)

4 key organisational documents 
published including As Is analysis, 
benchmark report, management 
toolkit (first draft), social media 
and community building strategy

125,000 € 
annual budget

Partner
Kwantis, Doppiozero, cheFare

http://www.kwantis.com/
http://www.doppiozero.com
http://www.che-fare.com
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What is Why Africa?
Launched in October 2014, Why Africa? is an editorial 
column curated by lettera27 and hosted by our media 
partner doppiozero.com. The column is dedicated 
to exploring various issues and debates around 
the African continent. It is a stage for the cultural 
protagonists to express their opinions, tell their 
stories, stimulate critical debate and subvert multiple 
stereotypes surrounding the topic. 

lettera27 's role
•	Curatorial work – curating the column contents 

and work in collaboration with Doppiozero editor-in-
chief to determine the editorial guidelines.

What happened in 2014
With the Why Africa? column lettera27 opened up 
new perspective on Africa: geographical, cultural 
and sociological. For an initial piece we invited 10 
collaborating artists and intellectuals from all over 
the world to reflect on the issue “Why Africa?”. The 
question was deliberately left open, allowing each of 
the contributors to present their perspective on this 
topic within their own perspective. Authors shared 
a wealth of their reflections, ranging from personal 
stories, to provocative phrases, poems, philosophical 
pieces etc. Between October and December 2014 a total 
of 11 answers were published, with two more scheduled 
to be published in 2015. The column received a very 
positive feedback from the readers, with close to 2,000 
views within the first 3 months from its launch. 

Why 
africa?
I don’t know anything 
about Africa. I don’t want 
to know anything about it,  
so I can continue to discover it, 
to learn about it. You can’t 
get to know a continent. 

Simon njami
 For a Poetics of Immateriality

Objective
To create a virtual laboratory 
where the potential impact of 
channeling lettera27’s contents 
on an external platform can be 
studied and evaluated...

Results
Opening an editorial column 
for a dialogue with cultural 
protagonists focused on Africa: 
six bi-lingual articles (English/
Italian) released between 
October (the launch of the 
column) and December 2014. 

Facts 

✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎
10 authors activated for an 
opening piece

6 articles published

x 100
1,907 total views between 
October and December 2014

20,000 € 
human resources

Partner
Doppiozero

http://www.doppiozero.com
http://www.doppiozero.com
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What is WikiAfrica
WikiAfrica is an international collaboration that 
encourages individuals and organisations to create, 
expand and enhance online content about Africa, 
its history, its people, its innovations and its many 
contemporary realities, on the world’s most used 
encyclopaedia, Wikipedia.

lettera27 's role
•	Content Production – generating and uploading 

high quality content onto Wikipedia
•	Community Building – mobilising cross-border 

collaboration of the Wikipedians on production of 
African related content 

•	Resource mobilisation – using various Wikipedia 
topics for production of value propositions and 
fundraising (i.e. WikiAfrica Health)

What happened in 2014
lettera27 continues to Africanize Wikipedia. In 2014 
we started a new phase of WikiAfrica project by 
contributing directly to the creation and upload of 
contents to Wikipedia. By the end of the year, we 
were able to produce some 20 new entires containing 
biographies of recognised African artists involved in 
The Divine Comedy exhibition taking place in MMK 
Museum für Moderne Kunst in Frankfurt and SCAD 
Museum in Savannah, USA. To complement the entry 
production, we have also began addressing the issue of 
lack of acceptance and openness towards cultural and 
African content by the Wikipedian community.
In addition to this, we have been working on 
development of specific project proposals to tackle 
particular social issues in Africa for involvement of the 
potential donors. First such project proposal - WikiAfrica 
Health - has been developed in collaboration with our 
partner organisation - The Africa Centre based in Cape 
Town, South Africa. 

Wiki
africa
I have to say that this is a very 
brave effort by a group of people 
who are committed to an idea 
that I can only define as noble: 
the noble idea of ensuring that 
Africa can be conserved in a 
form that is easy to reach and 
consult.

nuruddin Farah 
Somali writer

Objective
To increase visibility of African 
continent on the web by 
production of quality thematic 
content on Wikipedia. Changing 
the collective perception and 
subverting multiple stereotypes 
that surround Africa.

Results
Quality content related to 
contemporary African art has 
been added to Wikipedia, 
contributing to increase of 
African voice and visibility  
on the internet.

Facts 

20 biographies of African 
contemporary artists produced 
on Wikipedia

1 open knowledge training 
for lettera27 staff conducted

1 innovative WikiAfrica project 
proposal developed

Partner:
The Africa Centre

http://www.africacentre.net/
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Focus  
on migrants
Building awareness through 
cinema and education

If you have no experience with 
migration, you have to be very 
careful when trying to capture 
migrants’ stories. It is impossible 
to talk about migration, but it  
is possible to tell the stories  
of the migrants. 

Dagmawi Yimer
Documentary Filmmaker

Objective
To support initiatives which aim 
at activating visibility spaces and 
channels for migrants’ auto-
representations and storytelling.

Results
Three significant 
migrant–focused initiatives 
conducted in 2014, including 
successful crowdfunding 
campaign, contribution to Premio 
Mutti and development of 
educational toolkit for schools.

Facts 

98,000 € raised  
(131% of the target) during the 
crowdfunding campaign  
“On the Bride’s Side”

Close to 40,000 people 
involved in the interactions 
around the documentary 

“Va' pensiero” documentary 
screened more than 60 times 
within various events

40,000 €
co-funding for AMM

Partner
AMM (Archivio delle Memorie 
Migranti)

What are the initiatives focused on 
art and migrants
lettera27 regularly supports activities aimed at increas-
ing awareness on migrant issues through contribution 
to development, promotion and distribution of film and 
literature/art works of talented migrants. 

lettera27 's role
•	Capacity building − facilitating the crowdfunding 

campaign, partnership coordination, supplier 
consultancy

•	Communication − promoting the migrant-focused  
initiatives through lettera27’s channels of communi-
cation, activating an interactive community for the 
crowdfunding campaign

•	Resource mobilisation − co-funding the activities

What happened in 2014
In partnership with AMM, lettera27 supported the im-
plementation of the crowdfunding campaign “On the 
Bride’s Side” - an award-winning documentary by Ga-
briele Del Grande, Antonio Augugliaro and Khaled 
Soliman Al Nassiry - depicting a fake refugee wedding 
convoy moving across Europe to reach asylum in Swe-
den. With more than 40,000 viewers within the first 4 
weeks of the screening, “On the Bride’s Side” received a 
very warm feedback from the audience, exceeding not 
only its funding goals, but most of all, stimulating qual-
ity critical debate around the issue of migration. The 
documentary received 3 prizes within the International 
Venice Film Festival and turned to be one of the most 
successful Italian crowdfunding campaigns up to date.
Throughout 2014 we continued supporting dissemina-
tion of the documentary “Va' pensiero” by Dagmawi 
Yimer, an Ethiopian refugee filmmaker, author of the 
award-winning documentary “Come un uomo sulla ter-
ra”. In addition to the documentary, lettera27 supported 
development of an educational toolkit - a comprehen-
sive pack containing activities and visuals for schools 
willing to incorporate intercultural awareness and un-
derstanding into their curriculum. Ultimately, lettera27 
in collaboration with AMM, co-funded the 6th edition 
of Gianandrea Mutti Award (Premio Mutti) for the most 
talented migrant filmmakers based in Italy. This year 
the award was granted to an Afghan director Razi Mo-
hebi Mohebi for the documentary “Cittadini del nulla”.

x 60

× 1,000

http://www.archiviomemoriemigranti.net
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Kër  
thiossane/
afropixel#4 
Festival
A Garden of Resistance  
is an area, public or private, where 
the art of gardening – for sustenance, 
pleasure, parks or other programs of 
accompaniment, urban or rural – is 
practiced in harmony with nature 
and man, free of market domination. 
Diversity, both biological and cultural, 
as well as the preservation of water,  
soil and air is encouraged  
for the common good.

Gilles Clément, 
A Dream in Seven Points for Gardens 
of Resistance

Objective
To support partner organisation 
Kër Thiossane in organising 
Afropixel#4 Festival within the 
of DAK’ART OFF programme - 
Biennal of Contemporary African 
Art in Dakar, Senegal.

Results
Successful organisation of the 
Afropixel#4 Festival - a Dakar-
based event attracting artists 
and cultural organizations 
from all over the world and 
providing visibility to innovative 
practices in open source and 
contemporary art based on 
new media and technologies.

Facts 
 

200 visitors to the Afropixel 
Festival’s exhibition vernissage

107 participants to 7 workshops

95 participants to 3 meetings 
and debates

7 international artists  
and 12 international 
organizations and collectives 
participated in the Festival

Partner
Kër-Thiossane

What is Afropixel
Afropixel is an art festival organised by Kër Thiossane, 
a Senegalese collective focused on research of art and 
new technologies, within the DAK’ART, Biennal of 
Contemporary African Art. The Festival is an important 
space to envisage art and technology as a means 
of citizens’ action in the African continent, and to 
understand the opportunities afforded by open source 
tools and technology for African artistic creation. 
Since 2008 lettera27 has been regularly supporting Kër 
Thiossane in organisation of this initiative.

lettera27 's role
•	Capacity building – providing advice and training 

on communications and working with international 
media

•	Communications – promoting the Afropixel Festival 
event through lettera27’s media outlets 

•	Resource mobilisation – contributing financially to 
organisation of the Afropixel#4 Festival in Dakar, 
Senegal

What happened in 2014
lettera27 has actively contributed to the organisation of 
the 4th edition of the Afropixel Festival. The festival’s 
theme “Jardin de resistance” and circulated around 
the concept of “school of commons”. A fablab started 
in the community garden (public space) provided 
the festival participants with opportunity to discuss 
and get to know open knowledge tools and practices. 
The Festival’s participants included a wide range 
of local creative industry actors, including artists, 
curators, writers, musicians, designers, IT specialists, 
technicians, engineers, craftsmen, as well as activists, 
journalists and developers. 

lettera27 has contributed to organising 7 workshops 
and 3 open debates conducted within the Festival. The 
hands-on support was focused in particular on format 
sharing, working with international media outlets, as 
well as video interviews.

× 10

× 10

× 10

http://www.ker-thiossane.org
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promoting 
contemporary 
african art:  
The Divine 
Comedy and 
Ecriture Infinie

Writing interests me because it can be 
approached from a myriad of angles…  
as a universal piece of literature that 
brings people together. I am inviting 
people to write in the books as if it were 
their last opportunity to handwrite 
something. 

Bili Bidjocka

Objective
To contribute to the promotion 
of contemporary African art and 
culture and to stimulate critical 
debate around it.

Results
Successful launch of the  
The Divine Comedy exhibition 
within the Frankfurt MMK 
Museum and SCAD Museum 
of Art, including premier 
presentation of Ecriture 
Infinie Book 9 by Bili Bidjocka. 

Facts 

The artwork of 52 African artists 
is exhibited

3 Books representing Hell, 
Purgatory and Paradise created 
within Ecriture Infinie work of art

Over 80,000 visitors 
attending the Divine Comedy 
exhibition in Germany (Frankfurt) 
and USA (Savannah and 
Washington)

20,000 €  
financial contribution

What is The Divine Comedy 
exhibition
Curated by the internationally acclaimed Simon 
Njami, The Divine Comedy, Heaven, Purgatory and Hell 
Revisited by contemporary African artists is the collective 
exhibition of more than 40 artists reinterpreting Dante 
Alighieri’s masterpiece through their creative work. 
Through painting, installation, video and photography, 
the exhibition follows Dante’s journey re-interpreted by 
a personal sensibility and gaze of each artist. Exhibition 
opening at SCAD (US) is the second leg of the event, after 
the MMK Museum für Moderne Kunst where the Divine 
Comedy had been hosted earlier in 2014.

lettera27 's role
•	Communications – promoting The Divine Comedy 

exhibition through lettera27’s media outlets and 
networks, including mobilisation of future display 
within the Smithsonian Museum of African Art 
(scheduled for April 2015)

•	Resource mobilisation – financial contribution to the 
production of 3 volumes of Ecriture Infinie, as well 
as provision of an overall organisational support 
(contribution in-kind)

What happened in 2014
After The Divine Comedy exhibition in Frankfurt (MMK 
Museum), it travelled across the Atlantic Ocean to the 
SCAD Museum of Art. A new feature of the exhibition 
was the latest version of Ecriture Infinie (Book 9) by Bili 
Bidjocka, a work supported by lettera27 and Moleskine. 
Presented piece featured three huge books created for the 
occasion and dedicated, in line with Dante’s epic poem, to 
Paradise, Purgatory and Hell, with the respective white, 
red and black color codes. Book 9 is a tribute to the act of 
writing. Visiting audience was invited to transcribe their 
favorite passage from the Dante’s poem, focusing on the 
act of handwriting. Ecriture Infinie became a files rouges 
of the exhibition accompanying the visitors throughout 
and celebrating a 3500-year old tradition of handwriting. 
Next stop of The Divine Comedy exhibition will be at the 
Smithsonian National Museum of African Art in 2015.

× 1,000
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Mobile a2K 
(Mobile access 
to Knowledge)

The arts are the best insurance policy a 
city can take on itself. 

Woody Dumas
former Mayor of Baton Rouge

Objective
To research and document  
the impact of cultural events 
and public art on urban safety 
in three African cities: Douala, 
Luanda and Johannesburg.

Results
Contribution to literature  
and public discourse on  
the potential of art/culture  
as a space for experimentation 
and research, and methodologies 
for public art evaluation. 

Facts 

22 publications on the impact 
of art and culture into African 
urban spaces released between 
2009–2013

10 conference presentations  
on the project results  
and conclusions done

Over 4,000 images uploaded 
to Wikimedia Commons and 
published on the website  
www.mobileA2K.org

87,356 chf 
total project contribution 
from lettera27

Partner
SUPSI

What is MA2K
Conceived in 2009 by lettera27 and subsequently 
implemented in collaboration with Scuola 
Universitaria Professionale della Svizzera Italiana 
(SUPSI) and Swiss Network for International Studies 
(SNIS), MA2K is a research project which focuses on 
assessing and documenting impact of cultural events 
and public art on urban safety in three African cities: 
Douala (Cameroon), Johannesburg (South Africa), 
and Luanda (Angola). Within the project, a team of 
researchers evaluated a connection between art/
culture and solutions for crime prevention, safer cities 
and livability within African urban contexts.

lettera27 's role
•	Content production – participating in the project 

conceptualization phase (planning symposium)
•	Communication – sharing and promoting Mobile 

A2K research through lettera27’s channels of 
communication

•	Resource mobilization – financial contribution to 
the project

What happened in 2014
The final research report is out. As the research results 
reveal, cultural events and public art do have a direct 
impact on urban safety, by producing works including 
infrastructural-functional elements, by “making space” 
(and triggering the establishment of shared spaces) 
and by contributing to urban branding among niches. 
Artworks can also generate conflicts (with references 
to historical, political, social and ethnic issues) and 
it is necessary to mention that the maintenance of 
infrastructural-functional elements can indeed be a 
risk in particular for the rapid deterioration of materials 
in tropical climate. 
In total the project has generated 13 publications, 9 
working papers, 10 conference presentations and over 
4,000 images uploaded on Wikimedia Commons. The 
whole project is published online at mobileA2K.org 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 
Unported License. 
Final report can be downloaded at: www.mobilea2k.org. 

http://www.mobileA2K.org
http://www.supsi.ch
http://www.mobilea2k.org
http://www.mobilea2k.org


New AtWork chapters to be conducted 
(Uganda and Egypt) 
 
Expanding Changemaker School initiative 
across the African continent in collaboration 
with Ashoka

Promoting the nomadic journey of The Divine 
Comedy exhibition 
 
Organisational growth of lettera27 through  
Sustain-Ability project

Summary
in 2014

Looking into 2015

29
Countries

3
Continents

Africa

Europe

Americas

Fondazione lettera27 has contributed to sharing of 
knowledge and facilitating access to education in 29 
countries on 3 continents. 

11
Activities

The Foundation has implemented a total of 11 activities 
focused around the topics of innovative education, as 
well as art and culture and its sustainability.

Recognising the potential of  
co-creation, we collaborated with a 
number of partners: 5 institutional 
and more than 100 individual (artists, 
curators, writers, thinkers, designers, 
activists etc.), working with them on 
inspiring initiatives that contribute to 
our mission goals.

lettera27’s artists’ notebook collection 
has grown exponentially: 62 new 
art pieces (coming from the AtWork, 
Detour, London Design Festival) have 
been added, rendering the collection 
more diversified and inspiring 
(increase in financial and non-
financial value).

Total 
income

Total 
expenditures
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